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About the Qualification
The purpose of this qualification is to prepare a learner to operate as a Supply Chain Practitioner who can 
plan, organise, execute, control and coordinate the activities and inter-relationships across the supply 
chain environment.

A qualified learner will be able to:
• Provide environmental scanning assistance for effective supply chain operations
• Implement supply chain operational activities within an organisation
• Implement and assess supply chain workflow processes for continuous improvement

Perform inventory and logistics operational activities within an organisation

Entry Requirements
The minimum entry requirement into this qualification is an NQF Level 04 

International Comparability
The international comparability was conducted to identify occupational standards or qualifications used in 
other countries that contain indicators of best practice and can be adopted into this qualification. 
The following possible best practices were identified, and these components are prevalent in this 
qualification: 
•  From the Australian Qualifications Framework, modules in relevant functional areas, especially 

Procurement and Contracting and Transport and Distribution were identified. 
•  The Dutch Purchasing Association (NEVI) provides best practices for the functional tasks and job 

profiles. 
•  As well as the United States Institute of Supply Management also provides relevant information 

regarding the functional tasks and job profiles.
•  The US Supply-Chain Council outlines the Supply Chain processes underlying the Supply Chain 

Operations Reference (SCOR) model was used. 
•  These were therefore considered during the functional analysis and occupational mapping processes. 

Thus, the curriculum contains the following components: Purchasing, Operations, Logistics and 
Supply Chain Management but the coverage of International Trade and Export is limited. 

Conclusion: The identification of tasks and job profiles is based upon the information outlined by the 
Dutch Purchasing Association (NEVI) and United States Institute of Supply Management, resulting in valid 
and credible outputs that informed the development of the qualifications. In addition, the best practices 
advocated by the above-mentioned countries have been incorporated into the qualification to ensure 
learners are able to develop internationally recognised competencies.

Why should I pursue a professional qualification in Supply Chain?
The importance of supply chain management has grown significantly, here are some of the reasons:
•  In any industry, goods need to be procured, stored and dispatched. Efficient and effective 

management of all these business functions is critical in the current business world. 
•  Someone equipped with comprehensive and integrated knowledge of the supply chain is a strong 

candidate in the job market. Therefore the career opportunities afforded to graduates are significant.  
• So, this is an area where there are multiple opportunities for employment.
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•  supply chain management competence areas contribute to satisfying customer demand in a timely 
and cost-efficient manner. 

• Master the main objectives of a successful supply chain manager.
• Learn how to develop a more effective supply chain to improve benefits to the eployers.
•  The key objective in this employment field is to fulfil customer demands, improve an organization’s 

responsiveness, develop value for the customer, create network resilience and encourage financial 
success. 

What employment possibilities are there for me within the Supply Chain?
Upon graduation supply chain jobs are plentiful and varied. There are both tactical and strategic roles on 
offer and it’s likely that you’ll gain an overview of the profession before specialising - and then progressing 
to more senior positions.
Employers include, but are not limited to third-party logistics companies, organisations that sell directly 
to consumers (retailers and supermarkets) and logistics consultancies. Jobs within logistics and supply 
chains can include:

• Freight transportation
• warehouse design and management
• distribution network design and planning
• inventory management and control.
• Procurement/Supply Management
• Operations/Production Management
• Logistics/Distribution Management
• Supply Chain Planning and/or Technology
• logistics and distribution managers, 
• procurement manager 
• Warehouse manager. 
• business process engineer, scheduling manager or as an analyst.
• Procurement Administrator / Coordinator / Officer; 
• Procurement Clerk;
• Supply Chain Agent / Assistant / Buyer / Clerk / Controller;
• Logistics clerk
• Warehouse Clerk
• Stock Assistant

How can I progress beyond this qualification?
• Professional Qualification: Supply Chain Purchasing Officer, NQF 06
• Professional Qualification: Supply and Distribution Manager, NQF 07

Process for QCTO Qualification (12 Months)

Supply Chain Practitioner 
(NQF Level 5)

YE
AR1 Supply Chain Officer

(NQF Level 6)YE
AR2 Supply Chain Manager 

(NQF Level 7)

YE
AR3
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 About the Quality  Council fo Trades and Occupations (QCTO)
This professional qualification (Supply Chain Practitioner), is governed by the QCTO which was established 
under the terms of the Skills Development Act to oversee occupational qualifications from design to 
certification. Focusing on occupational qualifications, the QTCO aims to ensure that South Africa has the 
qualified workforce it needs to succeed. The QCTO also assists those who provide qualifications on an 
occupational level, accrediting them and ensuring they meet the required standards. 

The mission of the QCTO is to effectively and efficiently manage the occupational qualifications sub-
framework in order to set standards for, develop, and quality assures national occupational qualifications 
for all who want a trade or occupation and, where appropriate, for professions. 

The QCTO is one of three Quality Councils (QCs) responsible for a part of the National Qualifications 
Framework (NQF). Collectively, the Quality Councils and the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA)
(whose role is to advance the objectives of the NQF and oversee its development and implementation), 
work for the good of both learners and employers. Another important role for the QCTO is to offer 
guidance to service providers, who must be accredited by the QCTO to offer occupational qualifications.

About Commerce Edge South Africa 
Commerce Edge is the first Chartered Institute of Procurement and Supply (CIPS) Centre of Merit Study 
Centre in Africa.  It is also an approved Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (CILT) Training 
Provider, SETA Accredited, a Level 2 BBBEE contributor and with 51% Black Woman Ownership.

Commerce Edge is a faculty partner for The Da Vinci Institute, offering a 3 -year Bachelor of Commerce 
in Management with elective modules in Integrated Supply Chain Management.

It also offers a host of learnerships, accredited and non-accredited short courses

It is a provider of holistic competency development solutions that enable organisations to leverage their 
capacity, competency and capability.  They help establish, grow and sustain the culture, leadership and 
performance metrics necessary to enable high-performance Supply Chain organisations.

Commerce Edge is a specialist ‘People Development’ provider that offers employer groups tailor-made 
solutions across the primary areas of the Supply Chain.

Commerce Edge is an accredited Skills Development Provider with the QCTO for this qualification, with 
accreditation number QCTOSDP0018007-918

Competence Delivered
Over the past 15 years, Commerce Edge South Africa has delivered competence by developing people 
through education and skills enhancement and has subsequently positioned itself as “The Gold Standard” 
in supply chain and procurement training.

Over 1500 Procurement and Supply Chain Professionals have registered with Commerce Edge to obtain 
a professional qualification.
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The Commerce Edge approach
Commerce Edge offers focused solutions to meet unique supply chain and procurement business 
requirements:
•  Commerce Edge Training and People Development is a specialist provider offering customised 

solutions in each of the key areas of the supply chain: procurement, manufacturing, operations, 
warehousing, logistics, transport sales.

•  Part of the product offering is to develop the Corporate Environment with work readiness skills, 
contributing to a Total Quality Value Chain.

•  Our solutions are aligned with local and international professional bodies, guaranteeing global 
best practice and integrating a wealth of South African subject matter expertise to ensure local 
application. 

•  Solutions are delivered through exciting blended learning methodologies. 
o Online/e-learning (on the CONNECT platform)
o Tutor support
o Face to face contact
o Self-study
o Webinar

Smart Development focuses on the continued professional development of individuals through 
exposure to online publications, supply chain jobs, conference events focusing on enterprise and supplier 
development, seminars, expos and networking workshops. 
 Learning Innovation is centred in the design and development of innovative learning interventions that 
are at the core of the delivery and experience of improved knowledge retention, behavioural change and 
organisational flow. 
We specialise in bespoke, innovative e-learning and/or multi-modal (blended learning) solutions, learning 
material development, LMS implementation and consultation as well as unit- standard aligned material 
customisation.
We develop engaging learning experiences by using games, software simulations, animations, video, 
photos, music and voice-over production. The result is learning strategies and interventions that improve 
knowledge retention, behavioural change and organisational flow. Competence is delivered.

Student Enrolment Process
As part of the value proposition, CESA assists students to enrol onto the QCTO qualification(s). Once 
a student has signed up, there is a step-by-step guide to ensure that the student is enrolled and can 
commence with their studies.

STEP 1

STEP 4

Complete CESA Application form

Submit Application form with required supporting documentation (CV, highest school, ID) to CESA

CESA conducts admission assessements

Notification of admission and registration procedures commence

Induction workshop

 Journey commences to obtaining your qualification in: Occupational Certificate: Supply Chain Practitioner

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5
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How to study
 At Commerce Edge South Africa (CESA) we recognise that the needs of students differ and therefore the 
manner in which to obtain the QCTO qualification is through a limited-face to face contact methodology 
where the resources will be available online on our CONNECT platform, where all the content and assessment 
activities will be available to be completed prior to the sessions for each subject. 

Thereafter two (2) key concept sessions per subject will be scheduled where problem areas will be 
addressed by a subject matter expert (SME) and preparation for examination and workplace evidence 
gathering will be coached. 

The sessions will be completed during the first 6 months of the qualification, where after the workplace 
component will be addressed, where the learner links him / herself with a suitable workplace to collect
the workplace evidence in the Supply Chain Environment.

Duration of study
The duration of study for this professional qualification is 12 months , where you, the learner, will be 
responsible for addressing the online content and completing all the necessary activities in preparation 
for the subject sessions and exams. (Please also refer to the process flow at the end of this brochure)

CONNECT
CONNECT is a unique web-based, tutor-enabled, blended-learning management system used to deliver 
competence to a learner. CONNECT enables learners to interact with their tutors and fellow learner, track 
learners’ progress through their modules and offers insights into their results.

CONNECT is developed to engage  in learning experiences by using games, software simulations, animations, 
video, photos, music and voice-over production. The result is learning strategies and interventions that 
improve knowledge retention, behavioural change and organisational flow. Competence is delivered.

Learning Content/CONNECT Access
Upon enrolment, students are registered on our CONNECT platform. Access to all relevant learning 
content and resources will be provided through personalised log in details.

Examination
For each subject, there will be an examination component (knowledge and practical).
All subject exams will have to be successfully completed, as well as all Workplace evidence collected, 
logged and signed off, to be considered for the External Integrated Summative Assessment (EISA) by 
the Assessment Quality Partner (AQP) for this qualification, which is Transport Education and Training 
Authority (TETA).

Qualification Outline
The qualification is constructed in 3 segments or modules
• Knowledge Modules
• Practical Modules
• Workplace Modules

All the assessment criteria for each of the modules are to be met prior to access to the EISA. Access to the 
EISA will only be through obtaining a Statement of Results (SOR) and verification by the QCTO thereof.
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“Above all, training must produce the required
business result, matching objectives set.”

-Bernie van Niekerk (CEO)
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Curriculum Framework & Specifications
Occupational Certificate: Supply Chain Practitioner

SAQA ID: 99111 NQF Level 05 145 Credits
Purpose The purpose of this qualification is to prepare a learner to operate as a Supply Chain Practitioner who can plan, organise, 

execute, control and coordinate the activities and inter-relationships across the supply chain environment.

A qualified learner will be able to:
• Provide environmental scanning assistance for effective supply chain operations
• Implement supply chain operational activities within an organisation
• Implement and assess supply chain workflow processes for continuous improvement
• Perform inventory and logistics operational activities within an organisation

Duration 1 Year
Entry Requirements Grade 12
Qualification Rules
Knowledge Modules Workplace Modules
• Supply Chain Environments
• Supply Chain Operations
• Supply Chain Workflow
• Inventory and Logistics Operations
• Optimising Supply Chain Relationships

• Operational/divisional planning processes and procedures
• Procedures and processes for sourcing products and services from external 

suppliers
• The organisations logistics systems and procedures
• Organisational client and supplier relationship policies and procedures
• Organisational contract implementation, monitoring and controlling procedures
• Organisations performance and risk awareness processes and procedures
• Stores and stock administration processes with the supply chain
• Distribution systems and procedures within the supply chain

Practical Modules
• Scan environment for impact on supply chain
• Execute supply chain operational activities
• Analyse and interpret supply chain workflow processes
• Perform inventory and logistics operations
• Optimise supply chain relationships
International 
Comparability

The international comparability was conducted to identify occupational standards or qualifications used in other 
countries that contain indicators of best practice and can be adopted into this qualification. 
The following possible best practices were identified and these components are prevalent in this qualification: 
• From the Australian Qualifications Framework, modules in relevant functional areas, especially Procurement and 

Contracting and Transport and Distribution was identified. 
• The Dutch Purchasing Association (NEVI) provides best practices for the functional tasks and job profiles. 
• As well as the United States Institute of Supply Management also provides relevant information regarding the 

functional tasks and job profiles.
• The US Supply-Chain Council outlines the Supply Chain processes underlying the Supply Chain Operations Reference 

(SCOR) model was used. 
These were therefore considered during the functional analysis and occupational mapping processes. Thus, the 
curriculum contains the following components: Purchasing, Operations, Logistics and Supply Chain Management but the 
coverage of International Trade and Export is limited. 

Conclusion: The identification of tasks and job profiles is based upon the information outlined by the Dutch Purchasing 
Association (NEVI) and United States Institute of Supply Management, resulting in valid and credible outputs that 
informed the development of the qualifications. In addition, the best practices advocated by the above-mentioned 
countries have been incorporated into the qualification to ensure learners are able to develop internationally recognised 
competencies.

Information
Accreditation QCTO (Registration No: QCTOSDP00180607-918)

What do the fees 
include?

• Learner workshop fees
• Content and online resources (e.g. CONNECT)
• Learner modular exam fees (not the Final Summative Assessment)
• Learner Portfolio of Evidence Collection File

Additional 
Information 

• Student need to find a willing workplace to address the workplace experience module requirements, with subject 
matter experts – an MoU to be signed according to QCTO requirements

• Training methodology is distance learner with organised workshops per Cluster Subject
• Workshop times will be from 08:00 till 16:00 (unless otherwise arranged and communicated)
• Webinar sessions will be scheduled where applicable per Cluster Subject
• All activities (online and written) need to be completed per Cluster Subject, before progressing to the next Cluster 

Subject – Should the completion fall outside of the qualification time frame, additional fees may be applicable
• All Modules need to be completed successfully, before application for the External Assessment/Examination
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Knowledge Modules
Modules Outcomes

Practical Modules              

Workplace Modules              

Workplace Modules

Knowledge Topics
Supply Chain Environments Supply Chain Operations Supply Chain Workflow Inventory and Logistics 

Operations
Optimising Supply Chain 

Relationships

The role and scope of the 
supply chain in different 

economic sectors

Main techniques for added 
value through supply chain 

operations

Supply chain agreement 
workflow

Main implications of 
procurement and supplying 

inventory

Internal and external supply 
chain relationships

Theories market forces that 
impact on the supply chain

Main tasks associated with 
stages of the sourcing 

process

Data interpretation of the 
supply chain workflows

Storage and movement of 
inventory methods

Marketing and customer and 
supplier relationships

Approaches to the external 
environment and its impact 

on the supply chain

Technology and supply chain 
operations

Customer service and 
improved supply chain 

workflow

Principles of transportation 
in logistics

Classification and types of 
commercial relationships 

between supply chain 
partners

Ethics and the supply chain Integration of supply chain 
information

Inter-related supply chain 
division/element workflows

Effective supply chain 
relationships

Practical Topics
Scan environment for impact 

on supply chain
Execute supply chain 
operational activities

Analyse and interpret supply 
chain workflow processes

Perform inventory and 
logistics operations

Optimising Supply Chain 
Relationships

Analyse application of 
economy and the use of 

global economic indicators 
on supply chain operational 

aspects

Comply with regulatory and 
legislative requirements

Evaluate supply chain 
workflow processes and its 

impact on end-to-end supply 
chain

Determine logistical systems 
for supply chain operational 

system

Interpret the organisational 
strategy and identify issues 

and focus areas to be included 
in relationship building 

strategies

Use analytical tools to assess 
the impact of the external 

environment on supply chain

Risk awareness and 
mitigation

Analyse and interpret the 
inter-relationships between 
the divisions/elements in a 

supply chain

Assess the inter-
relationships between 
logistics and the other 

elements on the supply chain

Build efficient operational 
relationships within the 

supply chain

Review compliance to ethical 
operational practices in the 

organisation

Monitor and control 
operational activities

Implement optimal inventory 
activities against the 

organisational inventory 
system

Analyse the relationship 
between supply chain 

partners, and adhering 
to contractual terms and 

conditions

Develop and recommend 
optimal disposal systems

Build and maintain good 
customer relationships

Analyse ethical and 
professional issues relating 

to supply chain relationships

Workplace Experience
Operational/

divisional planning 
processes and 

procedures

Procedures 
and processes 
for sourcing 

products 
and services 

from external 
suppliers

The 
organisation's 

logistics 
systems and 
procedures

Organisational 
client and 
supplier 

relationship 
policies and 
procedures

Organisational 
contract 

implementation, 
monitoring 

and controlling 
procedures

Organisations 
performance and 

risk awareness 
processes and 

procedures

Stock and stock 
administration 

processes within 
the supply chain

Distribution 
systems and 
procedures 
within the 

supply chain

Prepare for 
operational 

planning session of 
the division

Procedures for 
drafting request 
for information/ 

proposal/ 
quotation

Evaluate 
the logistics 
environment 

within the 
supply chain 
environment

Identify the role 
of government 

within the 
organisation's 
supply chain

Assess supplier 
compliance to 

contractual 
obligations

Audit supply 
chain risk profile

Inventory 
administration 

processes 
throughout the 

supply chain

Control and 
management 
processes for 
distribution

Participate in 
the operational 

planning processes 
and procedures of 
the organisation

Processes for 
assessment of 
quotations for 

tenders

Compile a report 
recommending 
improvements

Identify the 
organisations 

marketing 
strategy and 

marketing plan

Participate in 
procedures 
for contract 

administration

Evaluate supplier 
performance 

risks 

Disposal 
systems and 

processes for 
supply chains

Electronic 
systems and 
procedures 

for electronic 
sourcing of 

suppliers

Identify the 
organisation’s 
mechanisms 

for managing 
the pricing of 
products and 

services
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Process of Qualification Journey

KM01: Supply Chain Environment

PM01: Scan environment for impact on supply chain

WM02: Procedures & processes for sourcing products and services from external suppliers

WM06: Organisations performance and risk awareness processes & procedures

KM02: Supply Chain Operations

PM02: Execute supply chain operational activities

WM01: Operational/divisional planning processes & procedures

WM05: Organisational contract implementation, monitoring & controlling procedures

KM03: Supply Chain Workflow

PM03: Analyse & interpret supply chain workflow

WM08: Distribution systems & procedures within the supply chain

KM04: Inventory & logistics operations

PM04: Perform inventory & logistics operations

WM03: The organisations logistics systems & procedures

WM07: Stores & stock administration processes within the supply chain

KM05: Optimising Supply Chain Relationships

PM05: Optimise Supply Chain relationships

WM04: Organisational client & supplier relationship policies & procedures

Process for QCTO Qualification (12 months)

Application Admission Induction 

Subject 1: 

Supply Chain 

Environment

Key Concepts -

2 Sessions

Subject Exam -

Invigilated session @ Centre

S
e

s
s
io

n
 1

S
e

s
s
io

n
 2

Subject 2: 

Supply Chain 

Operations

Key Concepts -

2 Sessions

S
e

s
s
io

n
 3

Subject 3: 

Supply Chain 

Workflow

Key Concepts -

2 Sessions

Subject Exam -

Invigilated session @ Centre

S
e

s
s
io

n
 4

Subject 4: 

Supply Chain 

Inventory & Logistics

Key Concepts -

2 Sessions

Subject Exam -

Invigilated session @ Centre

S
e

s
s
io

n
 5

Subject 5: 

Supply Chain 

Relationships

Key Concepts -

2 Sessions

Subject Exam -

Invigilated session @ Centre

S
e

s
s
io

n
 6

Finalization of 

Evidence 

Collection/Journal

Collection of evidence & EISA Preparation -

1 Session

External Integrated Summative Assessment (EISA)

Assessment Internal Moderation Statement of Results (SOR) QCTO Verification

Present Report to Panel of Registered 

Assessors
Certification

Graduation
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Application, Admission, Induction, Subject 1-5 (KM’s & PM’s) - Self Assessments & Subject Exams
Self Assessment on Connect with minimum 70% as indication of EEK in place, and ready for Subject Exam

Subject Exams to be deemed C/NYC - to meet all IAC

MONTH 
1

MONTH 
2

MONTH 
3

MONTH 
4

MONTH 
5

MONTH 
6

Workplace Application (WM's - all subjects)
Value Added work readiness development e.g. SPW

Evidence Journal/
Preperation for 

EFSA
EFSA

MONTH 
7

MONTH 
8

MONTH 
9

MONTH 
10

MONTH 
11

MONTH 
12



www.commerce-edge.com

Commerce Edge South Africa (Pty) Ltd.
PostNet Suite #87
Private Bag x108
0046

National: 086 133 4326
Email: admin@commerce-edge.com

www.commerce-edge.com

Commerce Edge South Africa is SETA Accredited.   Commerce Edge SA is an approved Centre of Merit study centre for the Chartered 
Institute of Procurement and Supply (CIPS) and an accredited study centre for the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (CILT).
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